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Overlord, Vol 1 (light Novel): The Undead
King
Jason wakes up in a mysterious world of magic and monsters.It's not
easy making the career jump from office-supplies-store middle
manager to heroic interdimensional adventurer. At least, Jason tries to
be heroic, but it's hard to be good when all your powers are evil.He'll
face off against cannibals, cultists, wizards, monsters...and that's just
on the first day. He's going to need courage, he's going to need wit,
and he's going to need some magic powers of his own. But first, he's
going to need pants.After cementing itself as one of the best-rated
serial novels on Royal Road with an astonishing 13 million views, He
Who Fights with Monsters is now available on Kindle. It's perfect for
fans of Pirate Aba, Dakota Krout, and Luke Chmilenko.
As the Eight Fingers' evil plans move ever forward, Sebas seems to
deviate further from his original orders. When he finds an abandoned
woman behind a brothel, his conflicting feelings of duty and justice
are put to the ultimate test...Will the disciplined butler go as far as to
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sacrifice his loyalty to Ainz in order to save a mere human?
Three paths converge when the warrior Unglaus and the rookie
fighter Climb witness a scuffle involving an old gentleman who turns
out to be none other than Sebas himself. While the first searches for
his reason to fight, the second aims to become stronger for the sake of
his life savior. The third resolves to carve a safe path for the girl he
has chosen to protect. What will become of this unlikely trio?
JINWOO SUNG, OFFICIALLY S RANK Leveling up in C-rank dungeons
has become next to impossible for Jinwoo. But an E-rank hunter
attempting anything higher? Well, that would raise some serious red
flags…so the time has come for a reevaluation. And when the results
are back, it’s official—Jinwoo is the tenth S-rank hunter from South
Korea! An entirely new world, brimming with powerful magic beasts
and elite hunters, is now open to him. But before he can immerse
himself in it, there’s something absolutely vital he has to do…
Overlord: The Undead King Oh!
Overlord, Vol. 3 (light novel)
Overlord, Vol. 9 (manga)
Overlord, Vol. 10 (manga)
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Overlord: The Complete Anime Artbook
With Momon spearheading the charge, the Royal Army finally enters into a pitched battle with
Jaldabaoth and his horde of demons—who will come out on top? And, more importantly, what is the
true objective of Demiurge’s “Gehenna” plan...?!
After undergoing an intense interrogation, Sebas is faced with a difficult decision-maintain his loyalty to
his master or stay by Tsuare's side. Thankfully, a rare glimmer of Ainz's benevolence grants Sebas the
privilege of doing both! But with this boon comes even greater hardship. Sebas may have been allowed
to keep Tsuare, but can he keep her safe...?
The day of the battle with the Great One fast approaches. Can Zaryusu unite the lizardmen tribes
before they're all wiped from this earth? The Red Eyes have agreed to an alliance, but the Dragon Tusks
will be trickier. They prize strength above all else-meaning Zaryusu will need to defeat their chief in
combat before they'll even think of hearing him out!
Read the novel that ignited the phenomenon! Kirito plunges into a suspicious new VRMMORPG called
ALfheim Online to rescue Asuna, who never returned from Sword Art Online. ALO offers many
features to entertain players in the wake of SAO: ultra-high-end graphics, action-heavy gameplay, a
choice of fairy races, and a next-generation flight engine. Playing as a spriggan, Kirito heads for the
location of Asuna's prison--the top of the World Tree, the final destination of every player in the game!
Along the way, Kirito nearly falls to a plot hatched by the enemy salamanders, just barely surviving the
ordeal with the help of a sylph named Leafa and his Navigation Pixie, Yui. But just as Kirito and Leafa
make it to the foot of the World Tree, the end of their quest in sight, each realizes the other has a very
big secret...
Solo Leveling, Vol. 4 (novel)
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Overlord: The Undead King Oh!, Vol. 5
Overlord, Vol. 8 (light novel)
Overlord, Vol. 13 (manga)
Overlord, Vol. 10 (light novel)

Posing as an adventurer in order to gather information about the
world he's found himself in, Ainz ventures forth into the city, posing
as an adventurer in order to gather information about the world he's
found himself in. Finding work was easy enough, but when it leads
to a plot that will devastate the city, he''s forced to take action--and
will his powers be enough against the terrifying warrior Clementine?
One day, in a peaceful lizardman village, an ominous messenger
visits with a warning from the Great Tomb of Nazarick: In eight
days' time, they will be annihilated. Unwilling to stand by and wait,
the fighter and traveler Zaryusu journeys to the other lizardman
tribes--who have received the same message--hoping to form an
alliance against their impossibly strong opponent. But though the
warriors try valiantly to resist, Ainz Ooal Gown and his undead army
hold the power to determine their fate...
Get a behind-the-scenes look at the sensational dark fantasy,
Overlord!! When the second season and third season aired in 2019,
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many watchers were enamored by its incredible world building. This
book delves into the nitty gritty of the show's production, featuring
character designs from the second and third season, detailed
breakdowns of their clothing and accessories, stunning background
art, and a collection of illustrations by the original light novel artist,
so-bin. The staff roundtables that include Kugane Maruyama and sobin are also a must-see for diehard fans! This is the only chance to
see the other side of Overlord!
For twelve years, the virtual world of Yggdrasil has served as the
playground and battlefield for the skeletal lord Momonga and his
guild of fellow monsters, Ainz Ooal Gown. But the guild's glory days
are over, and the game is shutting down permanently. When
Momonga logs in one last time just to be there when the servers go
dark, something happens--and suddenly, fantasy is reality. A rogues'
gallery of fanatically devoted NPCs is ready to obey his every order,
but the world Momonga now inhabits is not the one he remembers.
The game may be over, but the epic tale of Ainz Ooal Gown is only
beginning...
Overlord, Vol. 2
The Ruler of Conspiracy
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Overlord, Vol. 5 (light novel)
Overlord, Vol. 2 (light novel)
Overlord, Vol. 11 (light novel)
It has been a week since Momonga logged in to his favorite RPG one last time and stranded
himself there. Now he leads his guild as the Ainz Ooal Gown overlord. Finding himself in dire
need of better information, he travels disguised as an adventurer to the walled city of ERantel, with Narberal the battle maid at his side. The pair accept a mission to retrieve
medicinal herbs, making for a forest said to be the home of a great and wise beast. But the
sinister influence of a fanatical cabal approaches E-Rantel, and the armor-clad Ainz will face
both a ruthless warrior and a legion of the undead!
The heinous demon lord Jaldabaoth has launched his attack on the Sacred Kingdom, bringing
its people to their knees. In such dire times, they have little choice but to turn to the Nation of
Darkness, even if its ruler is an undead, the mortal enemy of all living beings!
Your favorite Nazarick goofballs are at it again with their hilarious hijinks! Between playing
dress-up, looking for a partner for Ainz's adorable fur ball Hamusuke, and prepping for the
ending theme of the second season of the Overlord anime, there's never a dull moment for
these Ainz-obsessed troublemakers!
Meet your favorite characters from the mega-popular Overlord in its first-ever comic
anthology! Whether it's to reaffirm your undying love for Ainz-sama or further explore the
world of Yggdrasil and Nazarick, this book will satisfy all your fan cravings!
A LitRPG Adventure
Overlord, Vol. 4 (manga)
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Overlord, Vol. 1 (light novel)
Overlord, Vol. 14 (manga)
Overlord: The Undead King Oh!, Vol. 2
What do you do when your favorite game shuts down? Momonga decided
to stay logged in right up until the very end. But when the servers go
dark, he finds himself transported into the game world--and he's been
transformed into his skeletal avatar from the game, awesome magical
powers included! But what if he's the villain of his own story?
"The weakest of the weak, E-class hunter Jinwoo Sung has no money, no
talent, and no prospects to speak of. And when he enters a hidden
dungeon that fateful day, he ends up being left to die in the aftermath of
a horrendous tragedy. At death's door, Jinwoo is suddenly invited to be a
"player" by a mysterious voice. Desperate to live, Jinwoo jumps at the
chance...but what is this strange new leveling system that only he can
see?"-The human realm of the kingdom is headed for its greatest disaster yet!
After failing to prevent a daring raid on the Eight Fingers' appalling
brothel, the Six Arms are dying for a chance to defend their reputation as
the criminal underworld's strongest enforcers. These criminals are
notorious for their brutality as much as their strength, meaning the only
people who stand a chance against them are the legendary Blue
Roses...and one polite, dignified butler. When these thugs make Sebas
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the first target of their revenge, they may get much more than they
bargained for by inadvertently picking a fight with Ainz Ooal Gown!
In search of the lost art of rune crafting, Ainz journeys to the land of the
dwarves. Accompanied by Aura and Shalltear, he arrives only to find that
the Dwarven Kingdom is beset by an invasion run by someone besides
himself! He soon strikes a deal to obtain the secrets behind the making of
runes in return for assisting the natives in reclaiming their capital, but it
may not be so easy when a legendary frost dragon stands in his way!
Overlord, Vol. 12 (light novel)
Solo Leveling, Vol. 1 (novel)
The Men of the Kingdom
Overlord, Vol. 12 (manga)
The Rising of the Shield Hero Volume 06

In the kingdom of Re-Estize, a sinister organization known as
the Eight Fingers holds sway of the criminal underworld. Ainzs
orders Sebas to infiltrate the capital to gather intel on this
shadowy group sucking the marrow from the kingdom's bones. At
the same time, a young soldier named Climb struggles to hone his
skills to better serve the "Golden Princess" while the once
great warrior Brian returns home a broken man... Against the
backdrop of an ancient city fraying at its edges, three men will
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challenge the corruption of the vicious Eight Fingers!
At last, Demiurge's schemes in the kingdom begin bearing
fruit...Between Jaldaboath and a powerful fighter capable of
manipulating insects, the beleaguered humans have no choice but
to rely on the Blue Roses!
The Great Tomb of Nazarick has never been busier, with a ribtickling showdown underway and a Don't Laugh Challenge featuring
your favorite characters-a cross-dressing Sebas, a lovestrucksuccuvus-turned-actress Albedo, and your awkward guardian,
Pandora's Actor-just to name a few! Join the cast under the
almighty Lord Ainz Ooal Gown to give a warmhearted twist to the
mega-popular series, Overlord!
A deep dive into the planning and making of the hit anime
adaption of Overlord reveals delicately crafted settings and the
incredible detailed outfits and accessories that breathed life
into everyone's favorite cast of not-so-good guys!
Overlord, Vol. 7 (manga)
Overlord, Vol. 8 (manga)
The Dwarven Crafter
The Lizardman Heroes
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Overlord, Vol. 6 (manga)
Overlord, Vol. 1The Undead KingYen On
Can the floor guardians actually enjoy telling ghost stories about creatures far less
frightening than themselves? Will the (completely hypothetical) live-action adaptation of
Overlord ever match up to Albedo's exacting fangirl standards? Is Pandora's Actor
capable of doing something cool for once in his life? If you too need a change of pace from
your quest for world domination, come see what hijinks the denizens of Nazarick are up to
this time!
The Sacred Kingdom is surrounded on all sides. As the army of feral creatures closes in,
the country's strongest paladin Remedios leads her exhausted troops in a valiant defense.
It will not be enough to save them. Their only chance of survival is to place all their bets on
the King of Darkness-Ainz Ooal Gown!
Nfirea’s had breakthroughs in both potion-making and his method for wooing Enri, but
sudden changes to the behavior of dangerous monsters in the region threaten to upend
his happy life in this peaceful town. And when Ainz learns of these disturbances, he
decides on a whim to personally investigate the source of the problem...
The Dark Warrior
The Two Leaders
Solo Leveling, Vol. 3 (novel)
Overlord: the Complete Anime Artbook II III
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Overlord, Vol. 13 (light Novel)

After their battle with Glass, Naofumi and the other heroes
have a meeting with the queen and Naofumi is shocked to
learn about the seven star heroes. Still reeling from this
revelation, more drama unfolds on the islands before
Naofumi and his party can return to Melromarc. He meets
Rishia, who is betrayed by Itsuki and his party members.
Naofumi sympathizes with her and invites her to join his
party. Eventually, Naofumi discovers that she has a talent
for magic, but before they can develop her powers, they are
needed elsewhere. A massive monster bearing the appearance
of a giant tortoise must be defeated. The monster is so
powerful that even the mightiest adventurers cannot defeat
him—so what hope is there for Naofumi?
After establishing the Kingdom of Darkness, Ainz is
determined to turn it into a utopia-a place where many
races and creatures can all enjoy unending prosperity. His
first step toward his ultimate goal is the expansion of the
Adventurers Guild and training of adventurers themselves,
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which leads him to pay a visit to the Empire! Elsewhere,
the regional leaders have been unsettled by the sudden
appearance of the Kingdom of Darkness and are quickly
plotting their own ways to deal with the upstart nation...
Ainz's first actions as ruler of an immortal kingdom have
only just begun!
After being saved from danger by Ainz, Enri and the
apothecary Nfirea have been living life to the fullest as
they spend their days together in Carne Village alongside
their goblin-guard neighbors. But after the Wise King of
the Forest left the region, the balance of the forest has
been disrupted and something has filled the vacuum of
power...
A group of "workers" whose better judgement has been
clouded by hopes and expectations have descended into the
unknown depths of a mysterious tomb. These trespassers
include the small but elite team Foresight, the storied
warriors of Heavy Masher, the crew lead by a legendary
elder worker, Green Leaf, and the invincible swordsmen of
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Angel. They are some of the best that can be hired, but as
more and more vengeful residents of Nazarrick appear, will
any make it out alive?
Overlord, Vol. 7 (light novel)
Overlord, Vol. 6 (light novel)
He Who Fights with Monsters
Overlord, Vol. 4 (light novel)
TRIAL BY FIRE While looking for craftsmen in the Dwarven Kingdom,
Rimuru and his friends find themselves stuck in a mess with a powerful
minister. Now they’re caught in a trial where they aren’t even allowed
to defend themselves in the face of the Dwarven King’s judgment! How
will they get out unscathed with the odds stacked against them? The
group’s adventure also leads them to Shizu, a mysterious and demure
woman who forms a special connection with Rimuru. But this
seemingly sweet girl is hiding immense and dangerous power within
her, and helping her may mean big changes for Rimuru...
The lizardman conflict comes to a decisive and bloody end as Ainz
turns his attention north towards the humans once more. The Re-Estize
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Kingdom's princess has beauty, intelligence, and kindness in spades.
She's guarded by a fiercely loyal young man-who also carries a secret
torch for her. His vow to protect her will take him from courtly intrigue
deep down into the underbelly of the country. Will the steadfast youth
be able to protect his golden princess...?
THE WEAKEST HUNTER OF ALL MANKIND! E-rank hunter Jinwoo Sung
has no money, no talent, and no prospects to speak of—and
apparently, no luck, either! When he enters a hidden double dungeon
one fateful day, he’s abandoned by his party and left to die at the
hands of some of the most horrific monsters he’s ever encountered.
But just before the last, fatal blow… PING! [Congratulations on
becoming a Player.]
Bloodlust is in the air--and plenty of real blood too! Shalltear is on the
hunt, but she may not like what she finds. Ainz sent her out for
information, but when Blood Frenzy activates, the time for talk is over.
Can anyone, undead or alive, put an end to her reign of terror...?
The Undead King
Overlord, Vol. 1
Overlord, Vol. 3 (manga)
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Sword Art Online 4: Fairy Dance (light novel)
Overlord, Vol. 1 (manga)
Lord Ainz has made great progress moonlighting as the indomitable hero Momon, but
what should be a moment of triumph is shattered--by news of rebellion. He vows to
find out what has happened and to defend the honor of his guild and home--Ainz
Ooal Gown.
The dust has settled after the final battle with the Elder Lich, but it's only the calm
before the storm. When the overlord returns bearing the full weight of his army, the
Lizardmen know this is truly the end. For the denizens of Nazarick, though, the
outcome is more uncertain. Cocytus has grown to respect the brave tribal warriors--it
would be such a shame to kill them all...
Overlord à la Carte, Vol. 1
That Time I got Reincarnated as a Slime
The Invaders of the Great Tomb
Overlord, Vol. 11 (manga)
The Bloody Valkyrie
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